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RevoltiHonaiy Warfare in Peru

The Communist Party of Peru —
known as Sendero Luminoso or Shining
Path in the bourgeois press — is waging a
revolutionary war to liberate that country
and serve the world proletarian revolu
tion. This is a most welcome development
and one which should be enthusiastically
supported, particularly by those of us
who live in the homeland of the Peruvian
people's main oppressor, U.S. imperia
lism.

The war these comrades have been
leading for over three years, a war which
has increasingly drawn in the masses and
opposed an ever greater number of
enemy troops, is a rare and Important
thing in today's world. In theory and.
practice, the Communist Party of Peru
(PCP) has upheld Marxism in its
qualitative development up through
Mao, an ideology whose name has been
dragged through deep mud by all kinds of
capitulaiors, especially since Mao's death
and the counterrevolutionary coup in
China. They have made important

changes on the political map of Peru and
Latin America. The giant bonfires shin
ing on the highest Andean peaks and on
the hillsoverlooking the capital itself and
the giant red banners these fires il
luminate — symbols of the armed strug
gle and the revolutionary line that guides
it — can be seen by the exploited and op
pressed throughout the world. This
revolutionarywar and its line are also im
portant in counterpoint to the guerrilla
movements in Central America, where
pro-Soviet revisionists and even
somewhat pro-U.S. elements have taken
up arms to .serve reactionary imperialist
interests and promulgate the line —
powerfully refuted by these Peruvian
comrades — that no oppressed people
can liberate themselves without the agree
ment of one or another imperialism. Any
serious struggle against imperialism must
be supported, especially one aimed at the
imperialist power whose belly we live in;
but all the more refreshing, all the more
invigorating, all the more welcome is the
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news of the.se "Maoist guerrillas."
Of course the "news" about Peru as

presented by the imperialists and their
flunkies hasbeenall "bad," with nothing
good to say about the Communist Party
of Peru and the struggle it is leading. On
this point, Mao Tsetung wrote, "It is
good if we are attacked by the enemy,
since it proves that we have drawn a clear
line of demarcation between the enemy
and ourselves. It is still better if the enemy
attacks us wildly and paints us as utterly
black and without a single virtue; it
demonstrates that we have not only
drawn a clear line of demarcation be
tween the enemy and ourselves but
achieved a great deal in our work." Cer
tainly the.se revolutionaries have achieved
a great deal. Weshould havea two-sided
attitude towards the lies and slanders
reactionaries have hurled at them; on tlte
one hand we must welcome these attacks
and on the other we must refute and op
pose them.

Particularly disgusting arc thecrtKxxlile

%

tears about "violence" and bloodshed in

Peru. In addition to the long-standing, all-
loo-"ordinary" violence of imperialist
domination and rampant scmifcudal con
ditions which for the majority, if they're
lucky, mean death of old age in their for
ties, the armed forces and Simhi counter-
insurgency police troops hav^e killedover a
thousand people in Peru so far this year
alone, according lb Amnesty Interna
tional. Murder by gunfire, bayonet and
crucifixion, beating, torture, rape and
every kindof abuse imaginablehavebeen
u.sed to terrorize the masses and drive
them away from the revolutionary
fighters. Thevast majority of those killed
have been murdered outright and not kill
ed in armed encounters. Even the govern
ment admits that in the countryside the
armed forces don't often take
prisoners.. .they just kill them. Yet some
who liketo poseas "people of good will"
have the nerve to condemn the revolu
tionaries for the violence, or, in what
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4:"
Lies and

"linkage"

Two weeks ago, an unnamed presiden-
lial aide discussed iheimpacl of thederwn-,.
Ing of Korean jei liner 007 on ihe Geneva
arms talks; he boasted; '•Jbe'Russians arc
still very much on the defensive. They re
still trapped by their initial lies concermiig
the.KAL incident." This is presumably in
contrast to the U.S. which contmues-io
repeat its own initial lies concerning the in
cident with abandon.

The latest revelation of U.S. lies ana
distortions concern whether the Soviet
SU-15 pilot knew he was shooting down
an unarmed civilian airliner on
September 1st. In the first weeks after the
downing, Reagan himself said: "There is
no way a pilot can mistake this lor
anything other than acivilian airliner.' A
National Security Agency official an-
nounced they had "hard evidence"That
Soviet air defense officials knew it was a
civilian airplane. The public was treated
to diagrams ofasimulated image ofwhat
was purported to be the Soviet pilot s
view of theairliner that night. Thesize of
the KAL Boeing 747 and a hump on lop
of its fuselage were said to unmistakably
distinguish the 747 from the U.S. RC-135
reconnaisance plane —a refitted Boeing
707 airliner! —which wasadmitted to be
in the area, at least from the close vantage
point the Soviet pilot was claimed to
have. UNAmbassador Jeane Kirkpatrick
summed up the U.S. position: The
Soviets decided to shoot down a civilian
airliner, shot it down, murdering the 269
on board, and lied about it."

It has now been revealed that U.S. in
telligence officials are largely of thecon
sensus that, there is no indication that
"Soviet air defense personnel knew
before the attack that the target was a
commercial airliner." Instead of a pic
ture of the Soviet SU-15 pilot paralleling
the KAL flight, a few hundred yards off,
until it finally decided to down the
airliner, it now appears fairly certain that
the pilot fired from below and well
behind the 747. In fact, intelligence
sources now' place the point of closest
proximity of the Soviet fighter and the
KAL plane at at least 1.2 miles, under
conditions of nighttime visibility, leading
them to seriously doubt the possibility of
any identification. In an article in the
Chicago Tribune, U.S. Vietnam veteran
pilotstold of thedifficulties they haddur
ing that war in distinguishing between
various types of planes. Unless there is
some background besides the sky itself, a
senseof perspective becomesillu.sive, and
smaller planes appear quite similar to
larger ones that are further away. Given
this, what stands out all the more is that in
the tapes of Soviet radio transmissions
monitored and printed by the U.S.,

on the 007

there's no reference anywhere to a
civilian airliner. Instead, Soviet units
referred to an "unidentified aircraft,"
the "intruder," and at least once to the
"RC-135." . .

It has also now been confirmed, again in
the Chicago Tribune, that not only does
the RC-135 havetheability to project false
radar images onto Soviet monitors, but
that it does this routinely, presumably in
order to test Soviet reaction capabilities.
Then put this together with the Japanese
radar station reports that the KAL trans
ponder, which automatically flashes a
civilian airliner's identity to anyone moni
toring it with radar, was not on. What is
left of the original U.S. version of a know
ing, calculated Soviet gunning down of a
civilianairliner? What do you have instead
but a siring of factswhich point straight to
theabiliiy of theU.S., together with Japan
and S. Korea, not only to havewatched as
the entire incident developed, with hands
^(olded, but tohave engineered the incident
from the beginning?

These latest revelations have influenc
ed the thrust of the U.S. campaign
against the Soviets no more so than did
the other exposures of their half-truths
and distortions. At a State Dept. press
conference the day after the intelligence
officials' revelations were published.
State Dept. spokesman Alan Romberg
said that this didn't change the ad
ministration's main contention all along,
that if the Soviets failed to identify the
airliner they are guilty of "great
negligence or incompetence or both,"
that it was still a barbaric act, that it is
they who are responsible for the murder
of the 269 aboard, etc. One State Dept.
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official, obviously beside himself with
anger at . the turn of" the questioning,
blurted out. 'Mt fs just as abhorrent to
shoot down an unarmed reconnaissance
plane." Coops, errr, of course not to im
ply that CX)7 was a spy plane.. .why of
course not.

Just so with the U.S. claim that the
Soviet fighter pilot failed to even fire the
warning shots prescribed by international,
law — when that claim too was exposed
in the "tape gap" episode, the item pop
ped into the media pne day, was gone the
next, and the U.S.'s "main contention"
continued to be churned out as if nothing
had changed. Similarly with the number
of other points about the incident: a
charge, for instance, that the Soviet
military jets had no radio apparatus
capable of transmitting or receiving the
international distress signals the KAL
might have u.sed — they do in fact have
such devices. Or take Reagan's charge
that Soviet commercial airliners have
made "continual incursions" into U.S.
airspace, including over "sensitive U.S.
military facilities." In fact the chiefof the
Alaskan Air Defense Command,-speak-
ing last week beforea congressional sub
committee, testified that there have been
only seven such penetrations of U.S.
airspace by Soviet commercial airliners
since 1964. (That too failed to get media
attention — and was considered quite
secondary at the Senate hearings to the
subcommittee head's concern about
"how the Air Force could be sure some
future Soviet plane wouldn't be carrying
a nuclear bomb and whether it could fly
all the way to Omaha without being shot
down.") What is this but a ihfearid"dO"
just that to the next wayward Soviet-bloc
airliner — only now the very argument
which in the other side's hands was de
nounced as the logic of "paranoid
tyrants," "barbarians," "beyond the
pale of civilization" and so on, is sudden
ly transformed into the justifiable
defense of the security of "the free

world."
When ^sked to comment on these

various revelations, the White House
refused. The Deputy Press Secretarycon
fined himself to huffing that "We don't
talk about intelligence or intelligence
reporting." Perhaps at this point the sub
ject is becomjng.a.bit sensitive when con-
gein-mg'fligft'l 007.

But if dissection of the particulars of
the 007 incident ar.e less appealing to the
U S these days, nonetheless the general
lessons desired by the U.S. imperialists
from this incident continue to be drawn
at every available opportunity.

These latest revelations have been of
use vis-a-vis the Soviets at the European
arms talks, as an indication of a new
found reasonableness and flexibility on
the U.S.'s part. This is what they call
"linkage," and it has been integral to
their useof the KAL incident ailalong. It
amounts to something like this: See,
why don't the Soviets just admit their
mistake, that they perpetrated a vicious,
savage act, and really, that.they're bar
barians." It is a maneuver calculated —
as various administration officials have
openly admitted —to force the Soviets to
don the black hat. Andropov has uttered
nary a word of regret over the KAL inci
dent, and the'editor of Pravda who while
in the West was quoted as saying that the
downing "should not have happened,"
now claims his words were twisted. Pul
ling theSoviets in this position goes along
with the U.S. 's overall effort to keep the
Soviets at the arms talks table, and in a
vulnerable position. Should the Soviets
leave, then this also, no doubt, would be
interpreted as an admission of their guih
in the KAL shooting. Thus the U.S.'s
"linkage" consists in using the 269 dead
to justify their deployment of nuclear
missiles capable of killing millions. In
fact, "linkage" has become even more
universal than that: the downing now
"proves" the need for U.S. marines in
Lebanon, French paratroopers in Chad,
etc. There is indeed something universal
about this "linkage": it demonstrates
clearly the seriousness with which they
are preparing for world war and the

Continued on page S

CORRECTION
In last week's RW (No. 226). a
typographical error in the form oT a ques
tion mark inadvertently appeared In the
final sentenceof the article on pageS. en
titled: "On France's Latest "African
Adventure"."
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World War
Must

Be Opposed
With Revolution,
Not Peace

For a number of years our party has been drawing urgent attention to the
danger of world war and concretely analyzing in many different details and
from many different angles the active and accelerating preparations of both
imperialist blocs for such awar. Because of this we have heard the accusation ^
—especially a few years ago and less, so recently —that we are being
"alarmist" about the possibility ofworld war, that such apossibility, ifit does
really exist, is not in any sense an immediate one. As 1said, this is a particular
accusation we hear less of these days.

At the same time, we have consistently stressed that only revolution —only
the seizure ofpower by the proletariat in large and Ior strategic enough parts of
the world to qualitatively alter the whole equation of world relations —can
prevent world war, andon the other hand ifworld war does break out, with all
its terrible destruction, that will in fact heighten ffie possibilities for revolution,
which remains the only way forward out ofall this madness and destruction!
Because of this we have heard the accusation that we despair of the possibility
ofrevolution unless there is world war and therefore, according to this perverse
logic, we actually want world war. To this it must be replied that, first ofall, we
areno less aware thanotherswhat kind of devastation and long-term disasters
would be unleashed in a worldwar that would almost certainly involve nuclear
weapons —and this is something only trulyderanged peoplewould want. But
that raises themorefundamental point:whether or not thereisa worldwarwill
not depend on whether anybody, or anygroup or even any ruling class, wants
it; itwill break out, unless it isprevented by revolution, because in theworld to
day the ruling classes of the imperialist blocs needsuch a war and their most
classconscious and leading representatives prefer such a war to the alternative
—to seeing their position in the world severely undermined and perhaps even
overthrown by their rivals or by the revolutionary masses.

That iswhy the imperialist states (and theirmilitary alliances, puppet states
andsoon)are indeed carrying out active andaccelerating preparations for just
such a war. They can conceive of no other way out of the fundamental crisis of
the whole world system of imperialismand the objectiveand deep-goingcon
flict between thetwo blocs; indeed there isnootherway out —except through
•the overthrow of the very imperialist system, with its basic economic relations
and its correspondingsocial conditions and politics, of which these politicians
and statesmenare the agents; Even though they havea basic senseof the poten
tial destructive consequences, these gentlemen will issue the orders and push
the buttons that will bring this about because for them and their system the
world cannot much longer go on as it is anyway — it must be forcibly recast in
order for that system to lurch ahead for a time once again and for their posi
tions to be strengthened and secured at the expense of their rivals and of the
masses of people in the world. To those who would tend to dismiss this as
rhetoric or dogma I can only say that it is the opposite of that — it is a concrete
and scientific determination based not only on observation of the major events
in the world but on an analysis of the fundamental motive forces underlying all
this — and especially given what is at stake here anyone who is awake and
aware enough to be concerned about this question has the responsibility, 1
believe, to seriously study that analysis (and here I specifically urge study of the
forthcoming America in Decline: An Analysis of the Developments Toward
War and Revolution, in the U.S. and Worldwide, in the 1980s, Vol. 1, by Ray

mond Lotta with Frank Shannon [Chicago: Banner Press]).
But if this analysis — or at least part of it — is correct, if it is true that the im

perialists will unleash World War Three unless this is prevented by revolution,
then is there any real hope for preventing world war, in other words is there any
realistic expectation that revolution can advance far enough fast enough in,the
world to prevent such a war? To this it must bestraightforwardly answered that
the trend toward war is more powerful than the trend toward revolution in the
world at this time, and if there is a chance to prevent world war through revolu
tion it will requireintensified revolutionary work to acceleratethe development
of the revolutionary movement and to transform political awakening, protest
and rebellionamong massesinto a conscious, determined revolutionary force.
It will require theseizing on key events, especially sharpturnsand theeruption
of crises, evencriseswhich do not yet represent the emergenceof revolutionary
conditions, whenever and wherever this occurs and particularly in strategic
parts of the world andstrategic situations. It is only work ofthis kind that holds
the possibility of preventing world war through revolution, and it must be
stressed again, precisely on thebasis of a soberunderstanding of thedestructive
consequences of a world war, that if war does break out, it is only work for
revolution and in the final analysis only proletarian revolution itself that
represents a way forward out of such madness and devastation and toward a
world where theunderlying causes of this have been uprooted.

Survivalism

In this connection it is important tospeak about the question ofsurvival and
in particular "survivalism." It is a fact that the ruling classes have made con
crete plans and are constantly attempting to update and sharpen their plans for
surviving a world war, even including major nuclear exchanges surviving
not just in the literal sense, but in the political sense as well, emerging from such
a situation with the ability to enforce the economic, political and social rela
tions and the outlook and values characteristic of their systern. In the U.S. in
particular, there is the phenomenon of sections of the imperialists social base
also making active preparations for such survival in genera t isisassocia e
with the right-wing fundamentalist supporters of
such "survivalist movements" have sprouted. At the same i ' , . .
generally, it seems that one of the major themes being ,
populace in the U.S., through all differenyehicies.
works, is the notion of being a"survivor." The concern oft g ,
is not so much that everyone be prepared to ' ebyany
nuclear exchanges. They recognize that thisisnot possi
means and they don't even consider it altogether
tions of the oppressed masses, precisely those who ar , .j-gj^endous
base for serious, even

specifically the bombing "f P°P"/hryarVseU
What the ruling class "Xart of the popular culture and mass
up of "survivor into a spontaneous^^ P
l'raTrge"degr"ee on "the "stirvival instinct" to motivate-both troops and-
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civilians to make the necessary —even the ultimate—sacrifice (their military
authoritiesopenlyacknowledge and discuss the implications of this); and they
count on the fact that this will merge with "spontaneous" patriotism and the
notion of fighting to defend your home (both your country and your home and
family literally) to ensure that the "survival instinct" will direct the fire of the
masses — both literally and figuratively, in the sense of political hatred —
toward the "other side" in the war. With all this in mind it must be said that the
worst thing about "survivalism" would be that only the imperialists and their
social base thought and planned ahead for the rending and very possibly the
rupturing of the existing social fabric that would accompany world war. As
truly horrendous as world war would be, what would be even more horrible
would be for such a war to take place and for the only people who came
through it in a position to determine the future of society and enforce social
relations and conditions lo be the very imperialists responsible for it and their
social base!

Narrow Thinking

Another thing which must be bluntly stated is that in the emphasis that is
given to the terrible destruction that a world war, including nuclear exchanges,
would let loose, there is often a kind of imperio-centric chauvinism that is ex
pressed, consciously or even unconsciously. It is the case that the main and
most immediate destruction would be centered in the imperialist countries —
or in what is generally referred to as the "Northern Hemisphere" — while in
the "Southern Hemisphere," where most of the world's oppressed nations are
concentrated, the destruction is likely to be less extensive, or certainly not as
immediately devastating. Especially among the better-off strata in the
imperialist countries, including the more bourgeoisified sections of the work
ing class, there is a tendency to act as if all would be right with the world if only
world war, especially major battles and nuclear exchanges, can be avoided in
these countries andth^ onthe other hand theworst possible thing would befor
such battles and exchanges to take place in these countries. According to such a
viewpoint*, the situation, and daily agony, of the billions of people in the "third
world," under the most extreme form of imperialist oppression and exploita
tion, can just go on as it is, or at least must not be opposed in such a way as to
drag the "advanced" countries into a devastating conflagration. Opposition to
world war of this kind obviously runs counter to the advance of the revolu
tionary movement, in the "third world," where in general the conditions are
more favorable for revolution, and in the imperialist countries themselves,
where the development of a genuine revolutionary mass struggle is even more
difficult and can only be built by making the most radical rupture with
chauvinism. And in running counter in this way to the advance of the revolu
tionary movement, such opposition to world war in fact runs counter to
preventing world war.

On the other hand, a kind of fatalistic nationalist sentiment that arises
among the oppressed peoples and nations finds expression in the notion that if
the imperialists blow each other upand destroy much of their own homelands,
sobeit andperhaps theworld will even bebetter offasa result. This is akin toa
tendency Lenin fought among the socialists incountries that were not involved
in(ornotmajorbelligerents in)World War1;"The petty striving of pettystates
tostand aside, the petty-bourgeois desire to keep as faraway aspossible from
the great battles of world history...." (see "The War Programme of the Pro
letarian Revolution," in Lenin on War and Peace, Three Articles [Peking:
Foreign Languages Press, 1966], p.70; and Lenin, Collected Works, Vol. 23, p.
86). The kind of fatalistic nationalism Iamreferring tohere —part despairing,
part self-seeking —is even self-defeating from the narrow, self-seeking point
of viewbecause in fact a world war and especially large-scalenuclear exchanges
would, to some degree immediately and to a tremendous extent over time,
bring devastation to the "Southern Hemisphere" aswell, iffor no other reason
than the fact that theoverall ecology, theweather andatmospheric conditions,
etc., of the world asa whole would be radically altered, with disastrous conse
quences, leaving aside nuclear fallout and fallout "drifts" and so on. But more
fundamentally, and from the point of view of the revolutionary proletariat,
such an outlook and approach is not only narrow and shortsighted but ex
tremely harmful because it leads to political paralysis if not to bourgeois-
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The "For A World Without Im-
nerialism" contingent held press con
ferences on Friday, Oct. 14, i" Berkeley.
California and the next day in New York
Ciiv. where statements from contingent
members leaving for West Germ^any and
from supporters were read to the press.
The Organizing Committee for the con
tingent has now opened a new office in
Berkeley and is working to send asecond
wave from the U.S. to West Germany to
join those already there. The Organizing
Committee has just begun to receive
reports from W. Germany from the con
tingent. The contingent reports endorse
ments in W. Germany from the Federa
tion of Workers from Turkey in Ger
many (ATIF), the revolutionary interna
tionalist organ Pariizan, and the revolu
tionary GI newspaper FighTbAck.

Thefollowing staiemenis were read ai Ihe
press conference in Berkeley:
Press Statement from Berkeley

Two years ago I decided it was
pointless to pursue a career while this
country builds first-strike nuclear
weapons. During this past year 1worked
in the peace movement as the business
manager and fundraiser for Northwest
Nuclear Xchange, a monthly peace news
paper with a circulation of 15,000 in the
state of Washington. I've also been
organizing a boycott ofGeneral Electric,
and I spent time in jail for helping to
block the flow of arms to El Salvador.
When 1 heard there was an anti-
imperialist coalition going to West Ger
many I said "Great, I want to go."

1left my job at Nuclear Xchange and
coordinated the Seattle "For A World
Without imperialism" contingent. As is
the case for people joining this group
from around the nation, people from
Seattle held a variety of viewpoints.
There's a feminist-pacifist, a revolu
tionary musician, a teenage woman who
wants a future without imperialism, a
revolutionary communist youth, and a
woman who worked with the women's
peace camp in Kent, Washington. Con
tingent members from across the United
States are in Germany now and others
will be going throughout this "hot
autumn." Money for their trips came
from fundraising efforts and from hun
dreds of people in the anti-nuclear and
anii-imperialisi communiiies.

A profound political crisis has
developed inGermany. Massesof people
from all walks of life are demanding

Revolution
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peace while their government prepares
for a war. The people areopposed to the
Pershing and cruise missiles, which are
offensive, first-strike, destabilizing
weapons. The government, backed by
reactionaries, the German bourgeoisie,
and the senior American imperialist
gangsters, must put in the missiles
because only a war can resolve their con
stantly deepening economic crisis.

The "For A World Without Im
perialism" contingent is going to West
Germany to join in this struggle. But we
are not going simply to resist the new
missiles. Weare going because wesee the
motive force behind the arms race and
war: imperialism, the need of the U.S.,
USSR, and other industrialized nations
to exploit the resources and workers of
foreign lands. This is the fundamental
source of rivalry between nations. The
Pershing missiles are evidence that a new
stage in this rivalry has begun: the final
preparations for a supposedly limited
nuclear war to redivide the world. For
cing. NATO to postpone deployment is
not enough to prevent war. Only foresak-
ing imperialism and creating non-impe
rialist governments can prevent nuclear
war.

We are not going to Germany to par
ticipate in marching, civil disobedience,
or stone-throwing. There are adequate
numbers of people in Germany to do all
these things. We are going to change the
political terms of the conflict. We arc not
seeking a temporary extension of a peace
that involves slavery for billions of peo
ple. We know that peacetreaties between
the great powers are simply a framework
within which rival nations' ruling classes

Continued from page

aspiring opportunism; because it holds back therevolutionary struggle against
imperialism, bothin the"third world" andin theimperialist countries, where
directly and indirectly (through the large number of immigrants driven to the
imperialist citadek as well as through theinfluence in these citadels of revolu
tionary struggles in the oppressed nations) masses, especially revolutionary
masses, from the "third world" can and must play a major role; and because
thereforeit strengthens the hand of the imperialists inshaping the futureof the
worldand its peopleaccording to their monstrous tiature and in their grotesque
image.

What is Needed

What is needed, what is urgently demanded in opposition to all this, is a
revolutionary struggle against imperialism, based on a firm internationalist
foundation. Specifically with regard again to the question of world war, there
is no way to fundamentally oppose it except through building a revolutionary
movement against imperialism and for its overthrow, and in the imperialist
countries in particular this means directing the spearhead especially against
"your own" imperialism while at the same time exposing the imperialist system
as a whole and opposing all imperialisms. There is no way to really oppose
world war without opposing your own imperialist bourgeoisie, your own
government, in its preparations for war and, if war does break out, in its carry
ing out of that war. Almost literally everyone, including the leaders of the
imperialist countries, are opposed to world war, and particularly nuclear war,
in words and in the abstract; but these imperialist leaders are, and can only be,
infavor of such a war in the concrete^ faced with the actual world relations and
contradictions that confront them.

A dramatic example of the principle involved here — and a powerful refuta
tion of the politicsof tailing the mainstream — was provided by the incident in
volving the Korean airliner double-0-7 and the events in its aftermath. Where,
in a situation of a clearlycontrived and pre-planned provocation by the U.S.
government (working with the South Korean and Japanese governments),
designed to elicit exactly the response it did from the rival gangsters in the
Soviet Union —where inthe U.S. was theoutpouringof massprotestfromthe
pacifists and others who hope to avoid nuclear war by persuading the ruling
classes that it isinsane, unwinnable andsoon?Notlongago, at thetime of the
UN conference on disarmament, when everybody spoke out against nuclear
warand rulingclass representatives spokeat rallies to oppose nuclear war, hun
dreds of thousands of people came out; but when Reagan spoke at the UN
recently, in thewake of —riding thecrest of —thedouble-0-7 incident, where
were those hundreds of thousands, why were they not out protesting and
demonstrating all themore urgently against nuclear war?Or takethesituation

compete with each other and prepare tor
new wars, which are in turn fought to
gain economic advantage during the next
period of peaceful exploitation.

We are going to change the political
terms of the conflict. Germany is an im
perialist country that works hand-in-
glove with America to oppress people in
the third world. We want to see Germany
out of the Western bloc, but that does not
mean we want to see them ally with the
Russian imperialists. Nor do weneed this
independent, imperialist Germany. We
do not want it to continue to abuse and
exploit the Turkish people. We want to
see a government that refuses to profit
through monopoly and slavery, and in
doing so refuses to be part of a system
that leads inevitably to war.

it does not matter if Christian
Democrats or social-democrats pre.side
over German imperialism. It does riot
matter to people in South America,
Africa and Asia whether a Democrat or
Republican president of the United States
acts as a frontman for the wealth that
demands genocide for profit. It does not
matter to them whether they are exploited
by the Soviet Union, Japan or a Euro
pean country. It does not matter to any
one which superpower is first compelled
to launch a nuclear war.

Our contingent opposes war prepara
tions both East and West. We oppose all
imperialism, exploitation, and genocide.
We do not care whether these are wrap
ped in the shell of democracy of the
United States or a shell of socialism in the
Soviet Union. We are going to the Euro
pean frontlines to do political battle
against the imperialists. We accept the

dangers: the aliernaiive is nuclear war.
The handwriting is on the wall. The

weapons are being readied at breakneck
speed. The banks and international trade
are onthe edge ofcollapse. Awar is com
ing. We must make people around the
world see this, because only by seeing n
can it be avoided. We must encourage
people to act. If people rally to defend
Their own nations the human race is
doomed. It is time for people to r«ist
their rulers everywhere, toabandon their
own nation's warmongering, and to end
war by removing the basis for a war.

Jack Straw

When two of us occupied an office in
the heart of the "Pentagon of the
South," Fort McPherson, and for a short
time turned the headquarters building of
the second most important U.S. military
command center into a platform for the
international proletariat tocallon people
to forge a very different future than is
usually planned there, we put a hole in the
myth that the imperialists and their
military cannot be challenged.

Now, as I join with this contingent to
"desert" and go to the European
frontlines, I am goingTromthe Eyeof the
Tiger to the Eye of the Storm. I am, and
the Revolutionary Communist Youth
Brigade is, proud to be part of this con
tingent going right in the face of a major
step in imperialist war preparations. We
are glad to be stepping across "sacred
borders" (the proletariat has no
country), deserting, and going into the
whirlwinds stirred up by the deployment
of this "new generation of nuclear
missiles" in Europe.

In relation to the deployment of these
missiles for winning a nuclear war, the
Wall Street Journal stales, "Western
European and U.S. defense analysts call
the deployment the most important test
of Western solidarity since France with
drew from the military arm of NATO in
|%6 The ability of Western nations
to make future nuclear defense dedsipns-
depends on how deftly they handlepublK
opinion and peace activists now."

So they come right out and basically
state that this "most important test" is a
crucial step for the whole bloc in strength
ening their unity as preparation few win
ningWorld War 3. And all thecoumricsof
the Western bloc are determined to carry
through with that future. In fact, recent
military maneuvers in Greece werenamed

Coriiinued on pageV

in England rocentiy. When theFalklands War was utHized by theruling Oass
there to make stepped-up preparation, materially and ideologically, for Bri
tain's ooniributioh to Western imperialism's showdown with the Soviet-led
bloc, where then were the hundred of thousands had been protesting
against .thedanger of nuclear warand especially against England's being in
volved in it. whywerethereonlya smallnumber protesting, whywerenot those
hundreds of thousands out in mass exposing and opposing British imperialism
in that concrete and very important act of gangsterism and preparation for
world war? To a significant degree what is involved in these instances is the
chauvinism with which largesections of the people in the imperialist countries
have been saturated. But especially in regard to those who do oppose at least
many of the crimes perpetrated by "their own" imperialist ruling class and
who do oppose nuclear war mainly for reasons other than a desire to preserve a
privileged existence for themselves, what isalso of significanceis the truth thai
Lenin stressed:

"People always were and always will be the foolish victims of deceit
and self-deceit in politics until they learn to discover the interests of
some class or other behind all moral, religious, political and social
phrases, declarations and promises. The supporters of reforms and
improvements will always be fooled by the defenders of the old order
until they realize that every old institution, however barbarous and
rotten it may appear to be, is maintained by the forces of some ruling
classes." (Lenin, "The Three Sources and Three Component Parts of
Marxism," in Marx Engels Marxism [Peking: Foreign Languages
Press, 1978], p. 73, emphasis in original)

In the period ahead, with the gathering and exploding of the world con
tradictions of the imperialist system, it will not be possible, nor desirable, to
avoid tremendous upheaval and radical ruptures in world relations and in
many societies, nor can all this change come about any way except violently.
But it may be possible to prevent through revolution a world war which would
be senseless carnage and destruction of the greatest magnitude, unprecedented
bloodletting and devastation solely in the interests of perpetuating the very
system that has produced such a monstrosity, along with all the other evils
deriving from and characteristic of such a system, and solely to determine
which set of plunderers would preside over and gorge themselveson the after
math. Even if weare notable to prevent world war through revolution, such a
war will further expose andstrain to thelimit the imperialists on bothsides and
bring to the forefront as an urgent task the turning of imperialist war into
revolutionary war against imperialism, to emerge from all this with the con
quest ofpower by the proletariat inat least significant parts of the world and a
greatly strengthened basis to carry forward the struggle to finally abolish all
such monstrosities along with all the social relations and conditions of which
they are a concentrated expression. •



As the U.S. ruling circles maneuver,
feverishly to m^e certain that the in
terests of U.S. irnperialism continue to
reign in the Philippines, the Philippine
military is an important part of any U.S.
calculations. Whether those calculations
include Marcos and/or involve an ap
plication of "democratic" paint on the
neocolonial setup, the effectiveness of the
comprador regimedepends in any case on
the barrel of the gun of the reactionary
armed forces (with, of course, the big
U.S. guns looming not far in the
background). As the Far Eastern
Economic Review said some months
before the Aquino assassination, "It is
sometimes suggested that the next
(Philippine) president will be able to ride
into power only on the coattails of the
military. While this is by no means cer
tain, there is a growing belief that the
military may play an important role in the
succession."

This is a fact well grasped also by
forces in the bourgeois opposition who
want to replace Marcos as caretakers for
the U.S. in the Philippines. In the afier-

. math of the Aquino assassination several
top opposition figures have openly sug
gested an alliance between them and sec-
.tions of the military to oust Marcos. The
most recent and upfront call for such an
alliance was made by Eva Estrada Kalaw
who, along with Aquino's widow, led a
march of about 7.000 women on October
13ih demanding that Marcos resign.
Kalaw said that the demonstration was

meant as an appeal to the military to
abandon Marcos and declared that, "Once
we get the military support, and that time
will come, then Marcos, you will be
alone." Kalaw was not making an idle
threat; in fact Aquino, while still in the
U.S., had already made some contact
with certain forces in the Marcos

military. A scenario ofa power play by an
alliance of solidly pro-U.S. opposition
figures and sections of the Marcos clique,
including, very importantly, forces in the
military, is one of the options that the
U.S. is considering in case the continuing
deterioration of the Marcos regime
necessitates more drastic measures.

A brief portrait of the Philippine
military is in order. Two of its most
salient characteristics are the tremendous

increase in its size through the martial law
years and its close relationship and in-
terpenetration with the U.S. military.
When Marcos dropped down the ham
mer of martial law in 1972, the Armed
Forces of the Philippines (AFP) consisted
of58,000 troops. Since then, it has grown
to a force ofabout 150,000. Counting the
national police and the paramilitary .
forces in the countryside, the tiumber
goes well beyond 200,000. There was an
expansion in the military budget from
$82 million in 1972 to more than $1
billion in 1980. The U.S. pumps in hun
dreds of millions of dollars in military aid
— as well as in "economic aid," a big
chunk of which goes to different struc
tural projects in the countryside designed
to enable the military to deal more effec
tively with the anti-government armed
struggles waged by the Muslim people
and the Communist Party of the Philip
pines and its New Peoples Army (NPA).

The roots of the modern-day Philip
pine militarygo back to the days of direct
U.S. colonial rule before World War 2.
The U.S. organized the Philippine Con
stabulary (PC), which today does the
bulk of the fighting against the NPA and
the Muslim rebels, in 1901 and the army
in 1936. On the eve of Pearl Harbor,
Franklin Roosevelt orrtercd the induction
of all Filipino soldiers into the U.S. army.
During the '60s, Philippine troops were
sent into Indochina to boost ihe U.S. war
effort. Ninety percent of the field-grade
officers in the Philippine military today
have had training — especially in
counterinsurgency techniques — in the
U.S. U.S. military advisors monitor and
guide AFP planning and sometimes join
military operations down to the company
level. U.S. and Philippine troops regular
ly conduct joint military exercises in
various parts of the Philippines,
sometimes engaging in mock "inva
sions" of coastal areas.

Duiing the early years of martial law,
there was relative stability in the overall
political and economic situation in the
Philippines and, related to that, in the
Marcos clique itself. But toward the late
'70s, it becameapparent that there was a
power struggle within in the ruling clique,
notablyover thequestion oOhe successor
to Marcos. This was due to a combina-

The U.$. Military
OptlofLln The

Philippines
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Philippine soldiers

lion of domestic and, especially, interna
tional factors. Two clear factions have
emerged within the ruling circles, in
cludingin the military. One faction isledby
General Fabian Ver, a current armed
forces chief of staff, and Imelda Marcos.
Ver's rival in the military is said to be the
head of the PC, General Fidel Ramos,
who is allied with defense minister Juan
Ponce Enrile. The Enrile-Ramos camp is
also reportedly backed by the powerful
banker and coconut industry czar,
Eduardo Cojuangco, Jr.

The two top rivals in the military, Ver
and Ramos,_have both been known as
handpicked and loyal Marcos men. But
of the two, Ver is considered closer to
Marcos. When Marcos first became
president in 1965, he put Ver in charge of
personal security. Ver clearly got the edge
when he was chosen as chief of staff over
Ramos in 1981. Ver was already the head
of the national intelligence and security
administration and the presidential
security command. According to some
analysis, Marcos has more iru.st in Ver,
who has no political base outside of ties to
Imelda, and therefore is totally depen
dent on Marcos' continued rule. Ramos,
on the other hand, is a West Point
graduate who "is favored by a large pro-
U.S. bloc in Marcos' cabinet (including
prime minister Dirata) and is reported to
have strong U.S. connections," accord
ing to an article in the journal Current
History by Belinda Aquino, director of
Philippine Studies at the University of
Hawaii. Of course, it is quite misleading
to talk of a "pro-U.S. bloc in Marcos'
cabinet," as if there were some
"anti-U.S. bloc" within the Marcos cli
que. But there are no doubt real and
sharpening conflicts as the factions hag
gle over the share ofthe spoils and jockey
for position in preparation for life after

Marcos.

Besides the Ver-Ramos split in the
military, there has also been some
speculation about discontent with Mar
cos and the top' generals among the
younger elements of the officer corps. In
an article in the Summer '81 issue of
Foreign Policy, Carl Lande, a Philippines
specialist at the University of Kansas,
wrote: "In December 1979, it was
reported, 13 officers and some enlisted
men were arrested for plotting a coup.
This recent event suggests that if the Mar
cos government began to falter, or if a
successor government were beset by in
ternal conflict or faced increasingly un
controllable opposition, it might be top
pled by a group of young officers who
had not been closely associated with the
Marcos regime. Some members of the
democratic opposition, in fact, se? in this
possibility their only realistic hope for the
restoration of democratic government."
Lande makes clear in his article that what
he means by "democratic opposition" is
pro-U.S. bourgeois opposition.

Significantly, it was when the in
fighting within the clique and talk of
Marcos' deteriorating health began to
surface more prominently that the U.S.
started to put pressure on Marcos to
make some opening to the bourgeois op
position. An important aspect was the
Carter administration's insistence that
Marcos relea.se Aquino from prison and
allow him to go to the U.S. for heart
surgery. Once in the U.S. Aquino was
given asylum and fellowships at Harvard
and MIT. The U.S. wanted Aquino
around to keepup at least a semblanceof
an existence of a "democratic
alternative" to Marcos. From a more
long-term viewpoint, the U.S. wanted
Aquino available as anace up thesleeve,
and ready to be dealt out as a possible

rcplaceniciu tor Marcos should the need
arise.

During his .stay in the U.S.. Aquino
kept in cotiiact with fellow opposition
leaders and traveled abroad to meet with
the Archbishop of Manila and leaders of
the Philippine Muslim groups. He also
had contact with certain forces from the
Marcos camp. Ken Kashiwahara, ABC
Network newsman and Aquino's
brother-in-law. reveals in the October
16th issue of the New^ York Times
Magazine that Aquino had been able to
raise a large amount ofmoney for the op
position while in the U.S.: "Many
wealthy, pro-Marcos businessmen, ob
viously covering their political debts,
have secretly pledged political capital."

In addition, Aquino apparently had
some contacts with sections of the Mar
cos military. A Japanese weekly
magazine recently published a talk be
tween Wakamiya Kiyoshi, the Japane.se
freelance reporter who accompanied
Aquino on his fateful trip to Manila, and
Ishihara Shintaro. a tnember of Japan's
ruling Liberal Democratic Party and the
Diet (Parliament). In the talk. Ishihara,
who isdescribed as a closepersonal friend
ol Aquino, says that some military men
came to Aquino in 1981 to "negotiate."
The idea was that if Aquino pledged not
to touch the military, they would support
him. Wakamiya confirmed the story,
saying that he heard Aquino remark that
"there were generals willittg to support
me and become allies." Aquino refused
the offer, apparently viewing such an
alliance as unnecc.ssary (and perhaps
undesirable) at that point.

Ishihara does not make clear exactly
who the military men that visited Aquino
represented; however, it is said that
defense minister Enrile kept linesof com
munications open with Aquino and the
bourgeois opposition in general. Aquino
also received information about the
military from the head of intelligence of
the PC (who was killed in a suspicious
"accident" after the Aquino assa.ssina-
tion). In an article a few days after the
assassination, Australia's Sidney Morn
ing Herald put forward that had Aquino
been able to enter safely into the Philip
pines. he "would have been forced to
combine his chari.sma with the guns and
money of one of the ruling factions."
Tht Morning Herald%ocs,o\\ to point out
that Aquino's wife is the first cousin of
Eduardo Cojuangco. and that "if anyone
had provided Aquino with assurances of

• his .security, it would probably have been
Enrile, who supcrvi.sed his seven years in
military detention after martial law in
1972.'.' All this seems to indicate that
when Aquino decided to return to the
Philippines, he expected, or at least had
certain hopes for, support from the
Enrile-Ramos forces. But Marcos had

also been buttressing his fortress in the
meantime. After June of this year when
Aquino declared his intentions to return
to the Philippines, Marcos moved to
place the military more firmly under the
control of General Ver, at the expense of
the Enrile-Ramos faction. Direct control
of the PC was taken away from Ramos
and transferred to Ver. and a number of
PC units were disbanded. Marcos also
promoted 27 new generals, out of which
25 are reportedly allied with Ver. The
London Observer (\uotcd Marcos as say
ing that, "The mini.slcr of defense is
nowhere in the chain of command. He
cannot even order a single battalion from
Cagayan to Ilocos." Enrile reportedlyof
fered to resign because of these moves,
but Marcos refused to accept the resigna
tion. Perhaps Marcos felt that Enrile
would be easier to control and keep an
eye on within the government than out
side of it.

According to the French press agency,
Marcos, in dismissing the possibility of a
military coup against him, boasted that
Filipinos constitute the.second largest na
tionality groupof graduates, next to U.S.
citizens, at West Point. Ironically for
Marcos, thisfact highlights even more the
ability of (he U.S. toutilize its widespread
contacts within the Philippine military to
organize a coup. Although a power play
by an alliance of the pro-U.S. opposition
and sections of the military to oust Mar
cos is anoption that is undoubtedly being
kept open, the U.S. is reluctant logo for
.such a .solution at this point. A big ques
tion is whether the opposition is united
and strong enough to be able to enforce
itsrulcand keep U.S. intcrc.stsintact. I
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Revolutionaiy WdHdie in Peru
C'ontiiuiccl Irolu pagej
amounts to the sm^ thing, to pretend to .

> stand equally opposed to senseless
revolutionary violence and counter-

. revolutionary violence.
What is happening in Peru isnota din

ner party. It is the early stages ofawar be
tween revolution and counterrevolution,
taking place in diverse locations around
ihc country and centered in the country
side. The revolutionaries and their army
have to confront and defeat the reac
tionary armed forces who represent the
ruling classes and imperialism; and
because every revolutionary struggle is a
class struggle there Is also a war between
the various classes and their supporters.
This means that the revolutionaries must
also confront and deal with local small
time reactionaries, bullies and spies, and
with paramilitary bands, especially those
organized by the armed forces from
among landlords and rich peasants and
their supporters, retired military person
nel and lumpen hirelings. When these
paramilitary reactionary bands slaughter
civilians or ambush guerrillas, thearmed
forces report it as a massacre committed
by revolutionaries (or sometimes in
cidents of this kind are reported as "the
people" attacking the revolutionaries),
and when the revolutionaries confront
and defeat these counterrevolutionaries,
that too is reported as a slaughter by the
revolutionaries.

A few exposures of thecrimescommit
ted by the authorities have escaped into
circulation because of the lethal conten
tion between rival elements within, the
Peruvian ruling classes — especially be
tween the pro-Soviet forces centered in
the army, and pro-U.S. forces grouped
around civilian President Belaunde. For
instance, the revisionist press in Peru has
concentrated some fire on the
presideniially-appointed general in
charge of aniiguerrilla operations and on
the presidentially-controlled Sinchis, but
not on the armed forces as a whole
despite the direct role played by all the
armed forces in the repression. In situa
tions of this kind the Soviets have been
known, as one of their tactics, to try to in
fluence or try to capitalize on the actions
of revolutionary groups. It is very impor
tant that the PCP has taken a firm stand
opposed to the Soviets and their agents.
The interaction of all these different con
tradictions is another reason why there
are frequent reports in the U.S. and
European press indicating concern about
the situation in Peru, even at this relative
ly early stage of the struggle.

Legal "Left" vs. Armed Struggle

One thing that all the authorities in and
out of power in Peru agree on is that the
PCP should not have launched the armed
struggle. Reactionaries in power simply
declare that it is wrong to rebel. The legal
"left" in Peru and revisionists and
legality-loving "Marxists" abroad .say
what amounts to the same thing, but
clothe it in shabby "Marxism": they
voice the contention that they support
rebellion in general and simply oppose
this one in particular.

A very good example of this is provid
ed by Horacio Zeballos, a leader of the
pro-Deng Xiaoping Pairia Roja and.,
spokesman for the Izquierda Unida
(United Left) coalition which embraces
revisionists of all stripes, including the
pro-Soviet forces. Zeballos used his scat
in Peru's parliament to denounce the
PCP and to demand the formation of a
provisional government in Ayacucho, the
department most affected by the guerrilla
war — a government made up of "a
cross-section of trade union forces of
Ayacucho, people from the government
and parliamentarians of that region
(where the iU has some seats — fK) to
pacify and rehabilitate that convulsed
zone.. .Scndero would be excluded. Ob
viouslythose who arc against pacification
can't be in the government." 'When the
interviewer from Oiga (the pro-
government magazine where this inter
view appeared) askedZeballoswhy, then,
he had his picture taken carrying a rifle
when he ran for president in 1980, he
replied, "Strategically we are for a
qualitative change in our society through
confronting the owners of Peru and the

only way out is the practice of armed
:=revolution. This is a universal law proven
' -in China, in Nicaragua... .(But)Scndero

-Luminoso is a premature movement.
They don't understand that the itme is
not ripe for confronting the reactionary
bourgeois state which is stronger mterms
of the relations of forces and which can
obviously liquidate the embryonic
revolutionary movement we have in
itiated in our country." . I

Evidently, as long as there is some
bourgeois democracy, even if it's the
thinnest and most patently ridiculous
variety that prevails in the countries
dominated by imperialism, even if it con
sists of no more than a few parliamentary
seats allotted to revisionists while the
broad masses suffer underthe most back
ward social relations and open govern
ment terror, then it is forbidden to make
revolution. This opportunist's yak-yak
about the "relations of forces" isab.surd
because the government is always
stronger than the revolutionary forces at
the beginning of the revolution.

It is revealing that this revisionist —
and manyothers, including in theU.S. —
considers it fine to wage armed struggle
today in Central America, and wrong to
day in Peru.Why? isitbecause thearmed
struggle in. Central America, unlike in
Peru, is beingsubordinated to imperialist
interests, led not towards the objective of
the revolutionary seizure of political
power and the thorough trans-formation
of social relations but rather an "historic
compromise" coalition government be-

j iween pro-Soviet and pro-Western
J force.s? Is that why revi.sionists think it's

OK to have armed struggle in El
Salvador, for instance, but not in Peru
where revisionism still has a few hopes for
parliament and where Soviet guns have
found willing hands in the Army? Can it
be that the Zeballo.ses of this world con
sider the only good armed struggle one
that imperialism has its hooks in? For the
oppressed, are the only alternatives to
open reaction either revisionist guerrilla
war or revisionist social pacifism? The
clarity of this parliamentary cretin's
words and the fact that this false alter
native has been so widely promulgated
make it all the more clear what a con
tribution the PCP is making to the world
revolution by opposing this re'^isionism
with the weapons of criticism-and the
criticism of weapons.

Even in a backward country there is a
social base for opportunists whose future
is predicated on imperialist domination,
but there is a potentially far more vast

social base for a revolutionary movement
under the leadership of the proletariat
and itsparty. Right now theoppqrtunists
can count on sqmc votes and run-a few
unions. But the PCP is mobilizing poor
peasants, who make up the huge majoriy
in the countryside, and basic strata of the
proletariat in armed struggle, to change
the "relations of forces" guns in hand
and "confront the reactionary bourgeois
state" once and forall, andon that basis,
together with the growing crisis in Peru,
attracting growing support from other
strata as well. To quote-Marxism about
the inevitability of the revolutionary
overthrow of the state while failing to
make that the central object of the pro
letariat's efforts is worthless and.
despicable. •

The document Basic Principlesfor (he
Unity of Marxist-Leninists and for the
Line of the International Communist
Movement, writtenby leadersof the RCP
of Chile and the RCP, USA, points out
that: "While in the imperialist countries
it is a general rule that it is only aftera
fairly long period of development of the
objective and subjective condiiiohs that
the armed struggle becomes the main
form of struggle — and then it must be
carried out first in the form of massinsur-
rection in the cities — and while further it
is the ca.se that before then the armed
.struggle is not usually the major form of
struggle, in the colortial and dependent
countries it is more generally and more
frequently the ca.se that there is both the
po.ssibility and the nece.ssiiy, to wagearm
ed struggle as a major form of struggle
well before the time- that nationwide
political powercan be won, and in some
circumstances it is both possible and
necessary to make the armed struggle the
main form of struggle for a fairly pro
tracted period leading up to the winning
of nationwide political power." This is a
basic strategic question. Basic Principles
continues, "In sum, whether or under,
what conditions the armed struggle
should proceed from the countryside to
the cities or the other way around must be
determined by concrete analysis, .study
and .summation of experience. But in all
cases the proletarian party should con
duct its work and develop the mass strug
gle with the concrete aim of taking up
armed struggle as the main form of snug
gle at the earliest po.ssiblc time...."

This does not mean that it is always
po.ssible to launch the armed struggle in
the oppre.ssed nations, nor .still le.ss to
develop it fully to the point of coun
trywide .seizure of power. Those qucs-

Support the Revolution
in Peru!

The fire of revolution is burning in the Andes. Led by the Communist
Party of Peru (known as Sendero Luminoso or Shining Path in the
bourgeois press), a revolutionary war is being waged against the Peruvian
government, a government backed by various imperialists, especially the
U.S. Despite brutal attacks and vicious counterrevolutionary repression,
the revolution has grown in strength and vigor in the three years since the
armed struggle was started. This is indeed a very welcome development and
inspirational example to all oppressed people throughout the world. And
this, of course, is terrible news to the imperialists and their flunkeys. All
sorts of attacks and slanders have been thrown at the Communist Party of
Peru and the revolutionary Peruvian people. "Terrorists massacring iiino-
cent people" cries the bourgeois press in this country and in Peru, while the
legal "left" in Peru sings the tune, "Time is not ripe, by taking up arms they
are driving people away" — something Peruvian reactionaries and the im
perialists wish were true. For those of us who live in the U.S., in the belly of
the main oppressor of the Peruvian people, we have a special duty to refute
these slanders, expose these attacks, and support the Peruvian revolution
and the Communist Party of Peru. ^

The Committee to Support the Revolution in Peru is being formed in the
San Francisco Bay Area exactly for this purpose. It will develop literature,
conduct forums and programs, and broadly expose the imperialist plunder
of Peru, the oppression of the Peruvian people, as well as popularize the
development of revolutionary struggle there. All progressive and
revolutionary-minded people are encouraged to join the Committee, to par
ticipate.in its various activities, and to support the Committee's efforts in
any number of ways.

Contact the Committee for further information right away. Our address
is:
Committee to Support the Revolution in Peru
2483 Hearst Ave. No. 225
Berkeley, Calif. 94709

•ions, as is satd.,,musl be ..
analyzed. Our pariy hold.s that tn
iihpcrialist era deveiopment.s in any one
country are more determincq. by con
tradictions in the international arena than, ^
by contradiciiorts internal to that coun- •'
try," to quote our most recent"Central-
Committee report,, and we've-linked this
"with our analysis of the hfsiorlc con
juncture and the need to prepuce especial
ly, for the qualitative sharpeningof all the
contradictions on a worldscale;" Butthis
also does not mean thaTconditions for
revolution, and still less conditions for
launching the armed struggle and for
making that the principal torm ot strug
gle, can only exist during such a moment
of historic conjuncture or in conjunction
with theinterimperialist worldwarwhose
looming shadow is the sharpest expres-
.sion of that all-around imperialist crisis.
In fact, while the world arena has includ
ed revolutionary situations in particular
countries even in comparatively peaceful
limes, today the development of revolu- '
tionary .situations io one degree or
another in a number of countries heralds
the approach of a period of perhaps un
precedented .opportunities on a world
scale, including in the imperialist coun
tries where such opportunities come more
rarely than in the oppressed nations.

' • The armed struggle being waged by the
Peruvian comrades is correct and right on
time. It was preceded by a- period of
political preparations, including most im
portantly therebuilding of the party itself
which had been torn apart by oppor-
-lunism. There is every indication that the.
repercussions of the imperialist economic
crisis, which arc particularly severe in
Peru, the contention between the two im
perialist blocs which is splitting Peru's
ruling classes, and the overall political
situation which all this has led to, have
created a ripening situation for revolu-

. lion. Basing themselveson the .strategy of
protracted people's war, ihe.se comrades
have established and developed guerrilla
zones and aim to further develop the
struggle to create revolutionary base
areas and an embryonic .workers' and
peasants' new-democratic state in the
countryside. The Peruvian revolution
still has important problems to .solve and

-will face twists and turns. Our party has
emphasized not only that revolutions in
volve twists and turns but has also focus
ed on Mao's formulation, made in regard
to the Chine.se Revolution, of the necessi
ty to struggle in such a way as to be
"hastening or awaiting changes in the in
ternational situation and the internal col
lapse of the enemy." Today's armed
struggle in Peru, even though the seizure
of nationwide political power is not im
mediately possible, is the only way to ac
cumulate fundamental revolutionary
strength so as to hasten and prepare for
the day when that does become po.ssible.
Further, this armed struggle in Peru also
makes a contribution to preparing for
and hastening revolutionary advances on
a world scales

Fal.se Charges of Nationalism

Another hypocritical slander hurled at
the PCP isihat these comrades arc guided
by nationalism,.cither of the Peruvian or
neo-lnca variety. For instance, linked to
this charge .of nationalism is the accusa
tion that they are "Pol Poiists." Without
either accepting ihe imperialist slanders
about communist ma.s.sacres that this re

ference is meant to evoke or summing up
Pol Pot here, it should be pointed out that
the PCP criticizes the Kampuchcan com- ^
munists for very grave nationalist devia
tions in supporting the counterrevolu
tionary coup in China and in dis.solving
the Kampuchcan communist party with
the excuse of thus sirengihening the
armed struggle and the united from.

When PCP fighters hung a dead dog in
front of the Chinese embassy in Lima in
"honor" of Deng Xiaoping, some people
complained that by utilizing this tradi
tional Indian form of denouncing a
traitor the PCP was ^omeho\v trying to
appeal to "Indian messianism" and
revive tlic ancient Inca empire, and at the
same time they complained that the PCP
was taking "foreign" and "incom
prehensible" issues to the mas.ses. Really,

C oniimieil on page S
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gentlemen, you can't have it both ways.
The PGP is not nationalist; it is pro

letarian internationalist. In their
manifesto "Develop Guerrilla
Warfare!" they affirm, "We practice the
great principle of self-reliance; we are
also firm followers of proletarian inter
nationalism, unfurling the immortal call
of Marx and Engels, 'Workers of all
countries. Unite!'; and as communists we
always raise up high the three great ban
ners of Marxism-Leninism-Maoism,
which demands of us that we be irrecon
cilable enemies of revisionism and all
forms of opportunism, and fighting for
revolution in our own country we serve
the world proletarian revolution which is
being waged and will be waged until com
munism shines over the whole earth."
These comrades paid clo.se attention to
the class struggle in China, taking a firm
stand on the dividing line question of
upholding Mao's line against the revi
sionist onslaught that unleashed a crisis in
the international communist movement
after Mao's death and the coup in China.
They have supported Chiang Ching and
Mao's other followers now being
persecuted by China's new rulers. Such
questions may be "foreign," but they
have been taken up by proletarians and
broad numbers of poor peasants as well
as by many others in the most remote
regions of the Andes, in the capital and

007
Continued from page 2

criminal nature of their class. Does
anyone really think that these guys who
are calculating how to wage and win a
world war would sneeze at thepro.speci of
risking 269 people for such a propaganda
bonanza?

Another sample of "linkage" is given
by recent events in Japan. As the
Washington Post headlined on October
8lh, "KAL Downing Spurs Japanese
Defense Boomlei." Soichiro Ito, leader
of the majority Liberal Democratic Par
ty, observed that "This incident made
Japanese more aware of the dangers sur
rounding them much faslcr i-han anyone
could have expected." He went on to
boast that Japan's monitoring of the inci
dent proved the benefit of a good In
telligence network, that the incident also
reinforced the need to improve radar and
anti-submarine monitoring. He conclud
ed that hewasnow certain that in thepro-
po.sed government budget, where virtual
lyevery sector but the military wasbeing
cut back 10%, defense would surely
receive a sharp 6.9% increase.

From the first the imperialists have ap
proached — if not initiated -r- this inci
dent in this light: juicing the KAL corpses
to fuel their war buildup. In any period
charges and countercharges would have
flown. But what stands out now is not on
ly the fury and relcntlessncss with which'
these charges have been pursued, but the
immediacy and tightness with which
every aspect of the incident is bound to
preparations for world war. The New
York Times article on the revelations of
the U.S. intelligence officials spends the
bulk of its copy on a discussion of "the
important shortcomings" this •reveals
about the Soviet air defense system: why
in 2 1/2 hours the Soviets couldn't gel a
Mach 2.5 jet fighter closer than a mile to
the 747 was of far greater interest than
why theSoviets made thefinal decision to
shoot it down. Or take theSoviets them
selves —Moscow has shaken up its Far
Eastern air defense staff, not, however,
because they ordered the shooting down
ofacivilian airliner but because they took
so longabout doing it.

Just as the 007 incident has been used
tojustify war buildup, ithas alsobeen us
ed to strike at the peace movement. The
Londoii Economist wrote a major
editorial on how to "keep the
unilateralists on the run." and similar
observers are already counting their
chickens, crowing thai numbers at peace
demonstrations in West Germany will be
down because the steam has been taken
out byiheKALdowning. In this country,«o//mg Stone magazine took it upon

counsel its readers in aneditorial:
The deeper implication of that still-

unfolding tragedy is the political

throughout Peru. Speaking of political
work of this kind among peasants, the
New York r/wej writes, "Is it senseless to
ask if they received indoctrination will
ingly or unwillingly, since they had no
choice but to support, or at least coexist
with, those who had assumed the real
power?" More than senseless, it is a lie,
bourgeois gentlemen, for your class still
holds state power in Peru, despite the
powerful revolutionary challenge, and if
terror could win the allegiance of the
masses of peasants, then thestate,with its
thousands of .soldiers and their U.S. and
Soviet advisors and weapons, could cer
tainly win their hearts and minds and
isolate the revolutionaries. Instead, the
revolutionary armed struggle has grown
in strength and vigor in the course of
three years of warfare.

ImporlanI Queslions

We have said these comrades are
Marxist-Leninists. But even within the
ranks of those who base themselves on
Marxism-Leninism and Mao's Thought
there are, of course, crucial political
queslions which will continue to be dis
cussed and struggled out among revolu-.
tionaries in the course of common strug
gle. The comrades of the PCP, projecting
onto a global scale a formulation used by
Mao in regard to the phases of people's
war in a national liberation movement,
characterize the world situation as one in
which "we are entering the strategic of
fensive of the world revolution." What
exactly are the implications of this is
something we have to further investigate.

Shockwave that has been fell on Capitol
Hill, wiping out opposition to Ronald
Reagan's nuclear-arms buildup and
ceding the president the high ground of
the debate on war and peace.. .at least
until popular emotions subside, the KAL
incident is devastating to those political
forces struggling to halt Reagan's vast
agenda for another escalation in the
nuclear arms race.... There are limes in
politics' (one congre.ssman said—
'when you have to keep your head down]
your mouth .shut and just wait for the
climate to change. This is one of those
times. Whether it will last a few weeks or
many months, no.one can say." So, get

But it seems to be an expression of a con
ception of the development of the world
revolution as proceeding In a moreor less
straight-line way through the victory of
revolution in one country after another,
rather than a viewof imperialism as an in
tegrated world system whose develop
ment — and the development of whose
opposite, revolution in the two basic
kinds of countries, imperialist and op
pressed — proceeds through spirals
marked by nodal points of all ijie world's
contradictions when great dangers to ad
vances already made and great opportu
nities for further advances both present
themselves.

These comrades link their analysis of
"the strategic offensive of the world
revolution" to their insistence on using
the formulation "Marxism-Leninism-
Maoism," or "Maoism" forshort, as op
posed to Marxism-Leninism, Mao
Tsetung Thought. They characterize
Maoism as the third stage of Marxism
(after Marxism and Marxism-Leninism).
Here again it remains to be elaborated ex
actly what the implications of this for
mulation are. Our party has stressed the
importance of upholding Mao as a
dividing line. The revisionists' attacks on
his line have been a major theoretical ex
pression of capitulation to imperialism
and abandonment of Marxism-
Leninism. We have stre.ssed the impor
tance of learning from and advancing on
the basis of Mao's qualitative advances in
that science, which represent, in that
sense, a new stage in the development of
Marxism-Leninism. In short, we think

it, peace movement? Stay down. There is
more to this than a message of cowardice
and capitulation, one framed in terms
suitable to those who might not be totally
thrilfed with all the flag-waving around
the KALincident. Here the Rolling Stone
has taken upon itself the unenviable task
of explaining to their readership how it's
really regrettable that this 007 madness
hasmessed up theprospects for disarma
ment, but if you wait, there's light at the
end of the tunnel —the liberal Democrat
congressmen will again be bolder with
their peace talk in the future. But why
hold your breath? One has only to look at
the stream of criticism coming from

Maoism is fine and necessary. But as Mao
himself emphasized, we are still living in
the era of Leninism, of imperialism and
proletarian revolution. Without a
Leninist understanding of imperialism
and revolution, Maoism is ultimately dis
torted and turned into its opposite.*

These significant queslions of political
and ideological line must be put in the
larger context of proletarian interna
tionalism and our common goals as
Marxist-Leninists. The armed struggle
being led by these comrades has a special
importance within- the context of the
views on the world situation we have em
phasized, for it is guided by a revolu
tionary communist lineand isserving asa
blazing manifesto to the oppressed peo
pleof the world and can havea powerful
impact on the outcome in the clash be
tween imperialist war and revolution.

The PCP is leading a just and correct
struggle which especially in today's world
inust be supported by everyone who hates
imperialism and revisionism and
welcomes the flames of revolution. f 1

*ii is difficult to have a full appreciation of ttic
PCP's views liecause ihey have issued few publica-
lions since ihc t^eginnini! of ihc armed siruggie in
May 1980. The mosi imporiani of ihcir recent
documenis is ihe pamphlet "Dcvcl»)p Ciucrrilta
Warfare!." illegally printed and circulated in ihe
hundreds of thousands throughout Peru last year in
a briyhi red edition; it analyzes the situation and
points to the basic road for the development of the

J'eruvian revolution.

liberal Democrats that Reagan should
have made a stronger response to the inci
dent, like Tip O'Neill who barked, "This
isn't the U.S. versus Russia. This is
Russia versus the world!" and queried
"Is he acting as strong as Jimmy Carter
acted?" Not to mention the "sudden"

consensus around the MX or the
unanimous support for troops in
Lebanon forthcoming from all these
liberals. And in the future, these very
liberal and peace-minded "rational"
politicians can certainly be counted on
for more of the same, and on a far
grander scale. •

Communist Party' usa Communist Parly of CItile and the Revolutionary
" their respective Pnriifl°' I'̂ ^^sslon in the international communist movement and >«ith-'n their respective Partie"' Tthe international communist movement and
national conference nf m t'ncmnent was submitted to the autumn 1980 inter-
the whole, the text is Parties and organizations, which held that, "on
"ne for the intemalinnai contribution toward the elaboration of a correct general
circulated and dlscu^Pri movement. With this perspective, the text should be
this communiaue hm !h, * organizations who have signed^ ommunique, but throughout the ranks of the International communist movement.
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Los/ week we brought to the attention
of our readers the existence of a new
organization, or rather a kind of ex
clusive Another Warmonger for

' Peace, fttetntfy, as the imperialists have
pressed fomrnrd with war preparations
such as the Euromissile deployment, this
club has revealed a membership of the
most amazing personalities — maybe
even the president. AH of them claim to
want peace more than anyone, no matter
how high up or tied in with the imperialist
warmaking machinery they appear to he.
This week, we introduce another noted
member.

George F(rost) Kennan once told the
NY Post thai of particular value to him
was the experience during his university
years of eating in the "democratic at
mosphere" of Princeton Commons after
he could not longer afford the "swanky
eating society" to which he belonged.
Such endearing egalitarianism and the
fact that he has long been ihe
acknowledged "dea'n of American
Sovietologists" has enabled Kennan to
move about with ease in the democratic
atmosphere of U.S. ruling class "peace"
circles where for a couple of decades he
has cultivated a reputation for ad
vocating nuclear arms reductions.

In recent years Kennan has called for a
total nuclear test ban agreement with the
Soviets (1977). In 1981, during a speech
delivered upon receiving the Albert Eins
tein Peace Prize, he urged a 50% across-
the-board reduction of all nuclear^
weapons and delivery systems by both the
U.S. and the Soviets and spoke of the
"disastrous climax that modern
weapons, mo&l tragically, now; make
possible." Kennan was one of the co
authors of the Spring 1982 Foreign Af-
/j/rs article advocating "no-firsi-use" of
nukes (an article which won the National
Magazine Public Service Award and, as
the/VKr/zwcsremarked, "added fiiel" to
the Freeze movement). In his recently
published coHection of essays and
speeches. The Nuclear Delusion, he
noted that: "There is no issue at stake in
our political relations with the Soviet
Union.,. which could conceivably be
worth a nuclear war/' "Arc we becoming
nuclear lemmings?." he has frequently
asked.

Last May the aging Kennan, in a rare
public appearance, railed against the
cold-war meritality of the Reagan ad-

_ ministration and warned that Soviet-
American relations displayed "unfairmg
characierisiics of a march toward war"

- aiid were permeated with "antagonism-,
suspicion and cynicism." Around the
same time, he lavished praise upon the
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^Another Warmonger
^ For Peace

Bishops' letter for "the moral perimeters
it establishes for the use of force in inter
national affairs." in the '60s, Kennan
was promoted as "a prominent critic" of
the Vietnam War.

All of this may seem a bit laughable to
those old enough to remember when Ken
nan was setting forth his own variety of
"perimeters" in the role that he has
always been principally noted for:'
"Author of the Cold War." Serving in a
number of different consular positions in
the U.S. embassy in Moscow beginning in
1933, Kennan — as one political
biography noted — "soon emerged as a
hardened anti-communist." His
"classic" anii-Sovieiism led to his ap
pointment in 1946 as Deputy for Foreign
Affairs and lecturer emeritus on Russia af
the U.S. rulers' newly re-established Na
tional War College in Washington ("an
academy for the higher study of war,"
according to the NY Times). He was soon
taken under the wing of Secretary of
State George C. Marshall and appointed
head of the U.S. rulers' newly-created
Policy Planning Committee, helping to
ghost-write the Marshall Plan among
other things.

As head of this committee, Kennan
was invested with responsibility for for
mulating long-range U.S. foreign policy
vis-a-vis the Soviets and soon became
known as "America's global planner."
Not-at-all ironically, it was in the journal
Foreign that Kennan. writing
anonymously in Jiily 1947, under the
pseudonym of "Mr. X," articulated
what was to become famous as the "in
tellectual justification" for ibeCold War
in an article titled "TheSources of Soviet
Conduct." Stating that the Soviets must
be r^arded "as a rival, not a partner"
and that "unassailable barriers" must be
placed intheir path,Kennan recommend
ed "firm and vigilant containment of
Russian expansive tendencies
through.. .the adroit and vigilant ap
plication of counterforce at a series of
shifting geographical and political
points...." Thus was inaugurated the
notorious "containment policy" of the
Truman arid, later, the Eisenhower, ad
ministration — a policy premised first
and foremost on U.S. nuclear superiority

(or, better said, "nuclear blackmail")
and the assumption that the Soviets were
weak enough that they would eventually
be forced to knuckle under. (Kennan
even went so far as to question the need
for the formation of NATO.. .that is, on
the basis that an alliance based on con
ventional weapons was already "obsolete
in the nuclear age"!)

In May 1952, Kennan was named by
Truman's Secretary of State, Dean
Acheson, as U.S. amba.ssador to Moscow
and promptly distinguished himself in
true Cold-War fashion by getting ejected
only five months later and officially
declared persona non grata by the Rus
sians for making remarks in which he
compared the Soviet Union to Nazi Ger
many. It was "not long, however, before
Kennan's tactical stance in the developing
conflict with the Soviets (as well as his ef
fete, intellectual style) began to clash wiih
the rather more "earthy" Cold-War
steamroller approach of those like
Acheson and his successor, John Foster
Dulles. Kennan, for example, who com
mented in his memoirs ihat " 1 advocated
from the outset a vigorous and determin
ed military reaction" by the U.S. in
Korea, incurred Acheson's wrath after he
opposed the cro.ssing of the 38ih parallel
and the attempt to conquer northern
Korea on the grounds that it would bring
China into the war with- unforeseeable

Button found outside an exclusive club
In Washington, D.C.

consequences (a correct assessment, it
would seem, in lightof subsequentevents
in which the Chinese army drove U.S.
forces back well below the 38ih parallel).

After Dulles refused to appoint him to
a position in the Eisenhower administra
tion, Kennan began iransmuiating from
Cold-War theorist into Cold-War "critic."
By 1957, he was already what one writer
characterized as a "nuclear revisionist,"
calling for "disengagement" (mutual
withdrawal of U.S. and Soviet troops and
nukes from Europe). How? By forcing
the Russians to agree by threatening to
give nuclear weapons to West Germany!
When the Eisenhower administration
proposed to go this one better by not
threatening but actually arming West
Germany and the rest of NATO with
nukes first, Kennan opposed it on the
grounds that a conventional buildup
would do the trick.

As for his famous anti-Vietnam War
position, Kennan's writings at the time
indicated that in fact he was actually a
rabid critic of student radicals, whom he
considered "anii-inielleciuals," and of
the anti-war movmeni as a whole. Ken
nan's gripe stemmed from his emphasis
on Europe: he crowed that Vietnam was
not all that vital to American strategic in
terests, particularly after the war grew
past a certain stage. While counselling
enough of an American military effort to
maintain a presence in Vietnam, Kennan
(as another bio put it) "always a
European-oriented diplomat.. .charged
that because of the Administration's
'preoccupation with Vietnam,* Europe
and the Soviet Union were not receiving
proper diplomatic attention." Precisely
the son of "diplomatic attention" Ken
nan meant became apparent after the
Soviet invasion of Czechoslovakia in
1968 when he called (or sending 100,000
additional U.S. troops to West Germany
in a show of force to hasten a Russian
departure! So much for Kennan the
pacifist!

In a similar way, Kennan's latest burst
of nuclear pacifism has always been
phrased in the context of correcting the
"unnecessary deficiencies of our conven
tional forces," in Europe in particular.
Nor is there anything mysterious or ironic
about the fact that this well-known,
grizzled anti-Soviet warrior is being run
out asa "prominent" senior leader of the
anti-nuke movement. He really is a
perfect imperialist peace spokesman for
limes in which his original baby — the
Cold War — is being resurrected, vindica
ted and rejus^ated uith a vengeance and
not in place of, but in preparation for. a
decidedb much hotter one.

Deserters Head For Frontlines
open protest and non-violent demonstra
tions if necessary, as is the right ot evcr\-
citizen ina "free couriiry,"(3) ihegovern-
meni goes ahead with its plans as is ihe
purpose of the bourgeois state in a tree
society," and (4) anyone who doesn't go
along will have their asses thoroughly
kicked andeven shot—-'as must bedoneto
"perpetuate a'free society.'"
^ But as West Germany prepares its
democratic riot squads and warns that it
can't control U.S. troops, the verv terms
plow deep, fertile crevices for other pro
grams. Including the only truly realistic
solution, which is real socialist revolu
tion. either seizing chunks of the world
from imperialism before world war,
possiblv preventing it, or turning war be
tween imperialists intoa civil war against

L^i's face it, in aworld dominated by
imperialism, life is daily horror tor
millions. Just look at Turkey, where csi
Germany, as pan of the imperialist divi-
sion oflabor, tries tomaintain the siabili-
iv of a fascist government in the
"southern anchor" ot NATO. Turkev.
where the prisons are filled with political
prisoners waiting for esecuiion and
where throughout the couniry survival is
a daily question. Or look at Lebanon,
El Salvador, or Afghanistan, or oven the
immigrant quarters in Berlin.

So what this frontline battle m Cier-
manv means is. rather than just a
possibiliiv ofniorc intense horror, wccan
see in the deep political tremors the real
possibility of revolution in ilie tuiure,
even in ilie imperialist meiropoles.

For those who liate iniperialisi war.

who dream of a world without imperial
ism, the implicationsof a contingent op
posing both imperialist war blocs, deser
ting theWestern heartland of themissiles
to go to the heart of the battle against
them, these implications are very impor
tant. For the youth who are bombarded
with patriotic recruiting calls, the image
of discarding borders, of deserting not
just the warmongering, but the imperial
ist nation itself, is an important inspira
tion. In any imperialist couniry. East,
West, superpower or junior partner in
plunder, the only stand to take is working
for the defeat of the "fatherland."

So as we "desert .America's war
mongering" for the European frontlines,
as \N e look at what possibilities these bat
tles promise for the future, we raise thC;
slogan: "Revolution in the "SOs, Go For
It!"

Rich New burger
Revolutionary Communist

Youth Brigade

The following message from a Kurdish
worker in Z...4. was sent to the committee

'and the contingent is carrying it to Ger
many:

We are living in a time when the impe
rialist system is declining and theoppress
ed people are winning important vic
tories. .And the uprisings of the peasants
and workers in Latin America. .Atrica
and .Asia are shaking many ot the
sironaholds of imperialism. East and
WestT Every day the imperialists lind a
new crisis weakening some part ot ilieir
empire.

Today the Kurdish people are brasely
fighting the fascist governments of
Turkey. Iranand Iraq. Proudly the Pesh
Mergas are writing a nesv history with
their own blood in each corner of Kur
distan. making their country a graveyard
of their enemies under the leadership of
the proaressive organizations and parties.
Our struggle Is pan of the worldwide
struggle for socialism.

On the other side the imperialist coun
tries are preparing for a nuclear war.
Because of this it isvery important for the
immigrant Kurdish workers to join the
siruegle of the people in the countries
where they \'i\e because the struggle
against imperialism is the same all over
the world. Particularly in Germanv' the
Kurdish people should join the struggle
of the German people against ntjclear
weapons and preparations lor an impe
rialist world war. no matter who is
leading it togive ita more anti-imperialist
and revolutionary direction.

A World Without Imperialism, Not .An
Imperialist World War!

From a Kurdish worker
in .southern California

to Kurdish workers in Germany

C(»ntinucd from page 4

"Operation Display Deierminatioji."
The very "peace talks" in Geneva are

aimed at providing the groundwork for
the deployment of these missiles. Again
from the Wall Street Journal, "In order
to pull the rug out from under a trouble
some peace movement and reassure a
skeptical citizenry of U.S. good inten
tions, Bonn wants substantive
U.S.-Soviet talks in Geneva." It is good
to watch these "peace talks because
they give a picture of both Eastern and
'Western imperialist blocs trying to
out-"peaceful" each other while they
bothscramble tobeinthebest position to
win a world war.

All of these "displays of determina
tion" have brought literally millions into
protest around the world and heated the
situation intoa significant political crisis
In West Germany. So now Germany is
not just the frontline between imperialist
war blocs but. very importantly, the
frontline between the future the imperial
ists are concretely preparing and the
struggle over what other tuiure can be
won. And what youth doesn't dream-Ol
being on the frontline in that

Many questions are being raised about
what is realistic in the face of world war.
The Soviet Union plays the "godtaiher i
peace" with its missiles
has "an offer you can't rctusc And c
democratic We.si tries to
bounds of democracy, which is
ine scenario: (1) open debate as bet s the
free siK-ieiy that must be dctcndtd, (-)

For further information coniaci:
Organizing Committee For AWorld
Wilhoui Imperialism Contingent
I niias

27(Hl Bancroft Way
Berkeley. California 947(M
(4151 841-1523
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The New No^Really Draft Caids
In a move carried out with understated

publicity but also one with all the ear
marks of a well thought out "transitional
step," the Selective Service announced on
October II th that they are now-beginning
to issue draft cards at the rate of approx
imately 5,000 per day. These draft cards
are not really "draft cards" an S.S.
spokesman hastened to add. Yes, they are
wallet-sized cards acknowledging draft
registration, and yes they will have to be
shown in the future by students applying
for financial aid and by youth applying
for some federally-funded jobs, and they
do look much like the ones often seen tor
ched on collegecampuses during the '60s
and early '70s — but these are, says the
Selective Service, noi "draft cards."

After all, there is no draft —yet — and
men are not required to carry them. But
the cards are a step further in that direc
tion. While such newspapers as the Los
Angefes Times and New York Times fail
ed to mention this new development, the
Washington Post carried a three column-
inch note pointing out that, "When it
(draft registration) was resumed in 1980,
officials decided not to issue cards in the
hope of avoiding the card-burning pro

tests of the Vietnam War era. Instead let
ters were sent, acknowledging that men
had signed up." Ina telephone interview,
a Selective Service . spokeswoman
ridiculously hewed to the official story
that only such letters have been issued —
the draft cards are only different in that
they aresmaller and men can put them in
their wallet "if they want to!"

Nonetheless the issuance of such cards
is a special hurdle the government knows
it must leap sooner or later on their way
to implementing the draft itself. The fact
that this move has been done with so little
publicity" indicates the government feel
ing that it is on very uncertain grounds
here. The government now acknowledges
over 400,000 nonregisirants, and the ac
tual number is almost certainly twice
that. The series of indictments and trials
of nonregistranis over the last two years
has tended to highlight resistance to the
draft and has not resulted in any hopes
for an increase in draft registration. Of
course, the spokeswoman we talked to
denied that such resistance has had
anything to do with the issuance or non-
issuance of "draft cards," insisting that
"We haven't had any protests against

U.S. Govt. Outlaws

Savonnoli Nuke Blockade
Columbia, South Carolina, late even

ing, Wednesday, October 19th.
"You don't have to tell me the impor

tance of this plant to the national securi
ty. U is a verycritical defense installation.
If there is any interference to the opera
tion of the bomb plant I'll do anything
within my power to keep such in
terference from happening." With that
pronouncement, federal disincl court
judge Charles Simons granted a federal
injunction against the scheduled October
22-24 weekend rally and Monday morn-^
ing blockade of the U.S. Department of
Energy's key nuclear weapons manufac
turing plant, the Savannah River Plant
(SRP) in rural South Carolina.

Penalty for violating the federal in
junction is six months in the federal pen
and/or $500 fine per person, far stiffer
than demonstrators at the plant have fac
ed up tillnow. And the judge applied the

• injunction to anyone blockading a road
in Columbia, South Carolina, some nine
ty miles from the plant.

The SRP has been the target of anti-
nuclear war activities in the southeast for
over a year. Themassive 300-square-mile
facility (employing 11,000 people) con-

'lains the only high-level, weapons-grade
plutonium manufacturing reactors in the
U.S. — reactors that grind out enough
fissionable material for 150 jumbo
hydrogen bombs each year. A capacity
that is expected to rise by at least 30"%, in
1984 when one of the SRP's dormant
reactors is restarted.

The rally and blockade of all five em
ployee entrances to the plant hasbeen or
ganized by a broad coalition of groups
and individuals to coincide with major
actions in West Germany this weekend
against the deployment of Pershing and
cruise missiles in Europe. The federal
injunction singles out two particular or
ganizations, the G.R.O.W. Project in
Columbia, South Carolina (where the
actual organizing effort is being coor
dinated), and the Women^s International
League forPeace and Freedom,
a number of individual activists whohave
participated in press conferences announ
cing the blockade, one ofwhom is alocal

More significantly, the U.S.
argued that any individual or group
participates in any ofthe actions is pa
a "class" that is equally
all acts by others that might '̂olate the in
junction. Federal Judge Simons granted
this "aiding and abetting"
clause of the government f
making every single person liable for any
and all actions. ^„,h*.nariof

These las. minute threats on pa" of
the government, svhich
widespread media JP'y-Xm
(while there*s been a media blackout
about the blockade itself), have greatly

raised the slakes for the hundreds of ex
pected' demonstrators who have been
training and making plans for the
blockade for months now. Up until this
week, the South Carolina state trespass
law has been the main weapon used
against anti-nuke demonstrators, a max
imum 30-day, $100 fine, with the usual
sentence a $25 fine. The federal trespass
law, which was used against the SRP 6
one and a half years ago, holds no jail
time.

During the Wednesday hearing, Judge
Simons also went on a rampage against
one of the spokesmen for the Columbia
G.R.O.W. Project's Natural Guard who
is a well-known, long-time political ac
tivist in South Carolina. Simons listed for
the record his conviction and lime served
in the early '70s for draft evasion and
protest against the Vietnam War, as well
as other of his activities. And the SLED
(State Law Enforcement Division, South
Carolina's version of the FBI) filed an af
fidavit on the government's behalf
stating in numerous and varied ways,
"You never know who will turn up at the
demonstration," listing so-called
"subversive" organizations and in
dividuals that "operate" in the slate.

While the stakes have been raised, and
debate over what to do this weekend has
begun to flourish among the participants,
the actions seem sure (o draw people
from all over the southeast, promising
oneof thesharper points of protest in the
days of demonstrations which are
planned in this country to coincide with
those in Europe. As one activist told the
RW, "A lot of people are awfully com
mitted tostopthe bomb plant, or at least
making that expre.ssion on that day." To
these determined protestors, the U.S. im
perialists have plainly decided to issue a
stern warning, thesame as issued by the
West German imperialists, and indeed
the leaders of the entire Western bloc, to
the millions who are enraged at the
deployments. "We are going to deploy
our nukes no matter what the hell you say
or do, so get out of the way or suffer the
consequences!"

The general tenor was wellcaptured on
a recent ABC NighttineT\ show, which
proposed "a dialogue" to some Euro
pean peace activists appearing on the
show. The "dialogue" consisted of a
State Department official and other "ex
perts" telling theactivists that themissiles
would go in come hell or high water, and
asking whether that didn't discourage
everyone who might object. The week
promises tobe chock-full ofmini-lessons
like this and like the government's
threats in South Carolina on the real
meaning of thedemocracy and "Western
values" about which (he NATO imperial
ists love to brag. '

registration — well, there have been ufew
but no major ones.... I know out in
California you all get some publicity
because Sasway is very vocal." (Ben
Sa.sway was the first man indicted for
refusing to registerand was convicted and
sentenced to federal prison.) In recent
months the government has hinted at
plans to begin a new surge of indictments
(this time not focusing only on those who
have publicly oppo.sed the draft), atid
they have also begun to implement the
Solomon Amendment which last sumtncr
was given the go ahead by the U.S.
Supreme Court. This law requires that
students sign a statement saying they have
registered for the draft before they can
receive any federal financial aid.

But even here the government is play
ing it carefully with a two-step cnforce-
tncm plan. This year they will be basically
taking the student's word for it — if he
signs thestatctnent (under pettaliyof per
jury) he can get the money. But next year
he will have to prove his registration (thus
the draft card) and the school will have to
send his name to the Selective Service
who will then check out his status. The
school will not be allowed to give out the

Avakian

inoney utiiil they hear back from the
Selective .Service okaying it. A Selective
Service spokesman insisted that the only
reason tor the issuance of the tiew draft
cards was for the cotivenience of people
aflccted by these itew procedures! Other
similar approaches arc cither in effect or
being considered. Youtig nieti must prove
draft registration before being accepted
in federal job-training programs and one
suggestion from a Reagan-appointed
bureaucrat in a recent issue of the
magazine The Washington Monthly sug
gests that stales require proof of draft
registration before issuing a drivers
licen.se. Holding financial aid atid other
items hostage to draft registration, the
government hopes, will prove moreeffcc-
livc in forcing compliance with the draft
and produce less focus (>n those who
resist than the recent trials have.

In spite of all these careful measures,
there will be resistance, as the govern
ment well understands, but the imperial
ists' need for the draft, even well before
large-scale warfare, is pre.ssing, and ob
viously they mean to move ahead. I ^
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FOR A HARVEST OF
DRAGONS

On the "Crisis of Marxism
and the Power of Marxism

—Now More than Ever

By Bob Avakian

'̂We, in our turn, must also understand the specific features and tasks of
t>ie new era. Let us not imitate those sorry Marxists of whom Marx said:*I have sQ>vn dragon *s teeth and harvested fleas. * Lenin

An Essay Marking the 100th Anniversary ofMarx's Death

1983 marks the one hundredth anniversary of the death of Karl Marx. Over this
past century and more, Marxism has animated and aroused millions. Few candeny
that the political landscape of the world today has been profoundly shaped by the
struggles and revolutions Marxism has inspired. On the occasion of this anniversary,
Bob Avakian has written a landmark essay, For A Harvest Of Dragons. Avakian's
previous booksincludea major study of the thought of Mao Tsetungand an analysis
of the events leading up to and the significance of the 1976 coup in China. Here he
guides the reader through a synoptic history of Marxism.

Avakian begins by summarizing the theoretical revolution ushered in by Marx's
investigations — in the realms of philosophy, history, economic theory, and politics.
He then proceeds to examine some of the controversies that have swirled around the
course and development of Marx's thought, in particular the relation of Marx's early
writings to his mature work and the possible divergences between Marx and Engels.
Turning next to the work of Lenin and Mao, Avakian argues that their theoretical in
novations represent the most important enrichment of Marxism of the twentieth cen
tury. Finally, in one of the most provocative sections of his survey, Avakian subjects
Soviet Marxism to withering criticism. He analyzes several representative works by
Soviet scholars and shows that their method, content, and outlook cut against and suf
focate the revolutionary essence of Marxism.

This essay appears at a time of a widely proclaimed "crisis of Marxism" — when
thelabor theory of value isunder attack, when theapplicability of Leninist forms of
organization is subject to deep questioning, when the whole revolutionary experience
of the 1960s is being reassessed, and when even the feasibility of socialism has been
called into doubt. But Avakian's defense of Marxism is no mere liturgical reaffirma-
tion. He stresses that Marxism is a dynamic system, that it advances precisely in con
nection with the new problems posed by developments in the world, and that there is
both an invigorating Marxist tradition to uphold as well as a deadening' 'conventional
wisdom" to renounce. Avakian argues powerfully for the contemporary relevance of
Marxism. Indeed, ForA Harvest OfDragons is itself striking testimony to Marxism's
continuing vitality.

"In the final analysis, as Engels once expressed it, the proletariat must win its eman
cipation on the battlefield. But there is not only the question of winning in thissense
butof howwewin in the largest sense. Oneof thesignificantif perhapssubtleand often
little-noticed ways in which the enemy, even in defeat, seeks to exact revenge on the
revolution and sow the seed of its future undoing is in what he would force the revolu
tionaries to become in order to defeat him. It will come to this: we will have to face him
in the trenches anddefeat him amidst terrible destruction but we must notin thepro
cessannihilate the fundamental difference between the enemy and ourselves. Here the
example of Marx is iilurninating: he repeatedly fought at close quarters with the
ideologists andapologists of thebourgeoisie buthenever fought them on theirterms or
with their outlook; with Marx his method is asexhilarating as his goal is inspiring. We
must be able tomaintain our firmness ofprinciples butat thesame time ourflexibility,
our materialismand our dialectics, our realism and our romanticism, our solemnsense
of purpose and our sense of humor."
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